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DUNSINANE IN CHAOS;
MACBETH ‘GOES NUTS’
Lady Macbeth fails to stop unhinged CEO’s “murder” rant being caught on camera
by WEIRD SISTERS

stared wildly around the studio and
began ranting.
Precisely who he was talking to or
THE EVENT was meant to herald a
what he was saying was difficult to
new dawn. Instead, it plunged the
make out. Lady Macbeth forced the
Royal Bank of Dunsinane further
crew to stop filming, and only a few
into its endless waking nightmare.
seconds of footage were preserved.
Lady Macbeth had arranged for
They show Macbeth reeling around
her husband, the bank’s new CEO
in a feverish state, gibbering about
and Chairman, to address RBD
shareholders via the City Times TV “blood”, “graves” and “murder.” One
channel. His speech would close the member of the film crew – a colleague
at this paper – thinks she heard
chapter on the past and light a
something even more revealing.
beacon of hope for the future.
“He definitely said ‘Banquo’,” the
Unofficially titled “Tomorrow and
journalist told me shortly after the
Tomorrow and Tomorrow,”
filming was stopped. “Something
Macbeth’s rallying cry would be
about ‘the spirit of Banquo’. But he
heard beyond the outward walls of
was also babbling about armed
RBD and across the whole City.
rhincoeroses, so it could be nothing.”
Instead, it was an unmitigated
Reports of the words “murder”
disaster. Macbeth, quite frankly, lost
and “Banquo” tumbling out of
it. Just as cameras began to roll, he
Angry: Lady Macbeth ordered the crew to stop filming
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Macbeth’s mouth will do nothing to
allay suspicions that he had a hand
in his friend’s vicious death.
Meanwhile, although the financial
situation of the bank remains
perilous, Macbeth has refused all
calls to accept the Bank of England’s
offer of emergency funding.
His pride and single-mindedness
may be great assets on the trading
floor, but whether they serve him
well as CEO is less certain. It is not
just the fate of his own bank that
Macbeth has in his hands. If
Dunsinane goes down, it will pull
investors, banks, and even
governments across the globe down
with it. The longer he bats away
offers of help, the more likely it is
that the Treasury will step in and
force a bailout.
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City Times Issues Rallying Call to Top Banker Macbeth: Be Bloody Bold and Resolute
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF HECATE

Interdependency is a hard
fact in international finance.
Some may argue that the banks
IF THE
Royal Bank of have become sausage machines,
spitting out debt chipolatas
Dunsinane
sinks, it will whose minced contents are of
uncertain origin.
create a
But a sausage machine is an
swirling
efficient piece of equipment.
vortex that will suck us all
down with it. The world as we Money moves around the
world like never before.
know it will be destroyed.
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In this interdependent
world, the greatest enemy is
fear. It spreads contagiously,
like rats on a ship.
In choppy waters, you need a
firm, even arrogant hand on
the tiller. So this paper says to
Macbeth: have the courage to
dispense with anyone who
seeks to sow the seeds of saucy
doubt.
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Now is not the time to weigh
one opinion carefully against
another. Be bloody, bold and
resolute! Only you are in a
position to see Dunsinane
through the most difficult
period in its long history.
Conquer your fears, and let
no-one have power over you.
Macbeth: invincible?
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